A new property called P β -connectedness is introduced which is stronger than connectedness and equivalent to pre-connectedness. The properties of this notion are explored and its relationship with other forms of connectedness, for example hyperconnectedness etc. are discussed. Locally pre-indiscrete spaces are de ned as the spaces in which pre-open sets are closed. In such spaces connectedness becomes equivalent to pre-connectedness and hence to P β -connectedness, and semi-connectedness becomes equivalent to P β -connectedness. The notion of locally P β -connected space is introduced. The behavior of P β -connectedness under several types of mappings is investigated. An intermediate value theorem is obtained.
Introduction
The concepts of semi-connectedness [1] , pre-connectedness [2] , α-connectedness [3] and β-connectedness [3] - [5] in topological spaces are based on the notions of semi-open set [6] , pre-open set [7] , α-open [8] and β-open set [9] , respectively. The classes of these sets in a topological space contain the class of open sets. The classes of β-connected, semi-connected and pre-connected topological spaces constitute subclasses of the class of connected topological spaces. In this paper we identify a property called P β -connectedness which is equivalent to notion of pre-connectedness but stronger than the property of connectedness. The notion of P β -connectedness is independent of the notion of hyperconnectedness. It is shown that the property of P β -connectedness behaves similarly to that of connectedness. This paper is organized as follows. Section-2 develops the necessary preliminaries. The concept of P β -open set is introduced, and P β -closure and its properties are obtained. The concept of locally pre-indiscrete topological space is introduced. Section-3 introduces the notion of P β -connected space and its relationship with various other weaker and stronger forms of connectedness is investigated. It is shown that P β -connectedness is equivalent to pre-connectedness. Several characterizations of P β -connected spaces are obtained. Section-4 contains the properties of P β -connected sets and the concept of P β -components. Locally P β -connected spaces are introduced. Section-5 studies the behavior of P β -connected spaces with respect to several types of mappings. The concepts of P β -continuous, P β -irresolute, P β -resolute mappings and P β -homeomorphisms are introduced. It shown that P β -connectedness is a P β -topological property.
Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss some relevant de nitions and introduce some new results. Let (X, τ) or X be a topological space or space. We will denote by Cl(A) and Int(A) the closure of A and the interior of A, respectively. A subset A is said to be pre-open [7] (resp. semi-open [6] , α-open [8] , β-open [9] , regular open [10] , b-open [11] 
It is known that αO(X) is a topology [3] and SO(X), PO(X) and βO(X) are closed under arbitrary unions. The family of all preclosed (resp. semi-closed, α-closed, β-closed, regular closed, b-closed) subsets of a topological space (X, τ) is denoted by PC(X) (resp. SC(X), αC(X), βC(X), RC(X), BC(X)).
De nition 2.1. A pre-open subset A of a topological space X is said to be P β -open if for each x ∈ A there exists a β-closed set F such that x ∈ F ⊆ A. That is, the pre-open set A is expressed as a union of β-closed sets.
A subset B of a topological space X is P β -closed if its complement X \ B is P β -open. The family of all P β -open and P β -closed subsets of a topological space (X, τ) is denoted by P β O(X) and P β C(X), respectively.
Intersection of all pre-closed (resp. P β -closed) sets containing A is called the pre-closure [12] (resp. P β -closure) of A and it is denoted by pCl(A) (resp. P β Cl(A)).
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a subset of X. Then pCl(A) ⊆ P β Cl(A) .

Theorem 2.3. An arbitrary union of P β -open sets in a topological space is P β -open.
The following properties of a P β -closure operator hold. 
P β -continuous if f − (V) is P β -open in X for every open set V in Y.
It is clear that P β -continuity implies pre-continuity.
P β -CONNECTED SPACE
De nition 3.1. Nonempty subsets A and B of a topological space X are said to be P β -separated if
A ∩ P β Cl(B) = ϕ = P β Cl(A) ∩ B.
De nition 3.2. [2] Nonempty subsets A and B of a topological space X are said to be pre-separated if
From the above de nitions it follows that P β -separated sets are pre-separated. However, the converse need not be true in general:
In Example 2.6 the sets {c} and {d} are pre-separated but not P β -separated.
It is obvious that two P β -separated sets are disjoint. If A and B are P β -separated sets in X and X = A ∪ B, then the pair (A, B) is called a P β -separation of X. If A and B are two P β -separated sets in X with ϕ ≠ C ⊂ A and ϕ ≠ D ⊂ B, then C and D are also P β -separated sets in X.
The following example constructs P β -separated sets. 
De nition 3.5. A subset S of a topological space X is said to be P β -connected if S is not the union of two P β -separated sets in X. Otherwise it is said to be P β -disconnected. If (A, B) is a P β -separation of X, then A and B are P β -closed.
The following example constructs a P β -connected space:
We cannot express X as the union of two P β -separated sets in X and so X is P β -connected.
Theorem 3.7. A topological space X is P β -connected if and only if X cannot be expressed as the union of two disjoint nonempty P β -open subsets of X.
Proof. Let X be a P β -connected space. Suppose that X = U ∪ V, where U and V are disjoint nonempty P β -open sets. Then U and V are P β -closed in X, which implies In contrast to connectedness of topological space X, if a topology τ on X is ner than the topology τ on X, then P β -connectedness of (X, τ ) does not imply the P β -connectedness of (X, τ ). Also P β -connectedness of (X, τ ) does not imply the P β -connectedness of (X, τ ). (X, τ ) , PO(X) = {ϕ, {a}, {b}, {a, b} , X}, βO(X) = {ϕ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, X}, P β O(X) = {ϕ, {a}, {b}, {a, b} , X}, and in (X, τ ), PO(X) = βO(X) = {ϕ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, X}, P β O(X) = {ϕ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, X}. So, in (X, τ ), X cannot be expressed as the union of two P β -separated sets in X, So (X, τ ) is P β -connected, whereas (X, τ ) and (X, τ ) are not P β -connected. 
Then f is P β -continuous which contradicts (3) for X. Proof. 1. If X is pre-connected, then it is obvious that X is P β -connected since P β O(X) ⊆ PO(X). Conversely, suppose that X is not pre-connected. Then X is the union of two non empty disjoint pre-open sets A and B. Now from the fact PO(X) ⊆ βO(X), it follows that A and B are disjoint P β -open sets, a contradiction. 2. Let X be P β -connnected. Suppose that X is not connected. Then there exists a nonempty proper subset A of X which is both open and closed in X. Then by Lemma 2.8, A is also both P β -open and P β -closed in X, a contradiction.
Hence onward, in this paper the word P β -connnected space can be replaced by pre-connected space.
The converse of relations (2) in Theorem 3.11 is not true in general.
Example 3.12. Any indiscrete topological space (X, τ) with more than one point is not P β -connected, but it is connected.
The following gure summarizes the relationship of P β -connnectedness with various types of connectedness properties:
For the remaining counter examples of the above gure see [3] . The following examples show that P β -connectedness and hyperconnectedness are independent concepts.
Example 3.13. Any indiscrete space with more than one point is hyperconnected but not P β -connected.
Example 3.14. Example 3.6 shows that X is P β -connected but not hyperconnected.
Theorem 3.15. If a space is T , then P β O(X) = PO(X).
Proof. Since every closed set is β-closed and every singleton is β-closed in a T -space, P β O(X) = PO(X).
Theorem 3.16. In a locally pre-indiscrete space X, connectedness is equivalent to pre-connectedness.
Proof. Suppose X is not pre-connected. Then there exists a non empty pre-open and pre-closed subset A of X such that A ≠ X. From Theorem 2.16, A is clopen. So X is not connected. The converse follows from Theorem 3.11. Proof. The proof follows since P β -separated sets are pre-separated. Proof. Assume that N is not P β -connected. Then there exist P β -separated sets U and V such that N = U ∪ V. Therefore, U and V are nonempty and U ∩ P β Cl(V) = ϕ = P β Cl(U) ∩ V. By Theorem 4.1, we obtain either
Properties of P β -connected
This is a contradiction since V is nonempty. If A ⊆ V, the proof is similar.
Corollary 4.4. If A is a P β -connected subset of a topological space X, then P β Cl(A) is P β -connected.
The above theorem is an improvement of the corresponding result for pre-connected sets, since N is now pre-connected if A ⊆ N ⊆ P β Cl(A). 
Proof. Suppose that
Similarly, in the other case. Therefore, A and B are P β -separated in X, a contradiction. Therefore, A ∪ B is P β -connected. Proof. Suppose that N= ∪ γ∈Γ Bγ and N is not P β -connected. Then N = U ∪ V, where U and V are P β -separated sets in X. Since ∩ γ∈Γ Bγ ≠ ϕ, we choose a point x in ∩ γ∈Γ Bγ. Since x ∈ N, either x ∈ U or x ∈ V. Suppose that x ∈ U. Since x ∈ Bγ for each γ ∈ Γ, Bγ and U intersect for each γ ∈ Γ. Now by Theorem 4.1, Bγ must be in either U and V. Since U and V are disjoint, Bγ ⊂ U for all γ ∈ Γ and hence N ⊂ U. This means that V is empty, a contradiction. Proof. For any points (x , y ) and (x , y ) in X × Y, the subspace (X × {y }) ∪ ({x } × Y) contains the two points. This subspace is P β -connected, since it is the union of two P β -connected subspaces of X × Y with a point (x , y ) in common. By Theorem 4.6, X × Y is P β -connected.
De nition 4.12. Let X be a topological space and x ∈ X. The P β -component of X containing x is the union of all P β -connected subsets of X containing x.
A P β -component of X is P β -connected by Theorem 4.6. Proof.
(1) Obvious.
(2) Since singletons are P β -connected sets, each point x of X is contained in the P β -component of X containing x. Suppose that C and C are two distinct P β -components of X. If C and C intersect, then C ∪ C is P β -connected by Theorem 4.6. Thus, either C is not maximal or C is not maximal, a contradiction. Therefore, C and C are disjoint.
Since C is maximal P β -connected set containing x, P β Cl(C) ⊆ C. Thus, C is P β -closed in X. Proof. Suppose that X is locally P β -connected. Let U be an P β -open subset of X and C be a P β -component of
Conversely, let U ⊆ X be a P β -open set, and x ∈ U. By our hypothesis, the P β -component V of U containing x is P β -open, so X is locally P β -connected at x. Proof. Suppose that X is locally P β -connected. Let C be a P β -component of U ∈ P β O(Y), and let x ∈ f − (C).
P β -Connectedness and mappings
Then there exists a P β -connected P β -open set V in X such that x ∈ V ⊆ f − (U), since X is locally P β -connected and f − (U) is P β -open in X. It follows that x ∈ f (V) ⊆ C for f (V) is P β -connected. So, by Theorem 4.15,
x ∈ V ⊆ f − (C), and f − (C) ∈ P β O(X). Since f is P β -closed surjection, Y \ C = f (X \ f − (C)) is P β -closed. This is a contradiction to the fact that X is P β -connected. Therefore, there exists a point c ∈ X such that f (c) = r.
